1.. Introduction
================

Early accurate cancer diagnosis has attracted widespread public attention and is the first imperative issue in the treatment of cancer.[@cit1] On the other hand, traditional clinical diagnostic methods, including body fluid testing, pathological tissue testing and clinical image testing, rely on different reagents and instruments, as well as different data analysis standards. This causes a potential problem, that is, various test data have different evaluation standards, and it is difficult to achieve the normalization of the data system. Therefore, there is an urgent need to develop rapid, specific and sensitive agents and methods for cancer diagnosis. Nanobiotechnology, especially the use of metal clusters with biological and biomedical effects for the diagnosis of diseases, is an emerging and active research area.[@cit2],[@cit3] The above problems can be solved by using metal clusters for disease diagnosis. Metal clusters use unified data processing standards in multi-dimensional diagnosis and detection of body fluids, cells and tissues. The unity of data standards can significantly improve the accuracy and consistency of diagnosis. At the same time, metal clusters exhibit much improved biocompatibility and renal clearance characteristics, which offers a great opportunity for advancing the fields of bioanalysis, diagnosis and nanomedicine.[@cit4],[@cit5]

Metal clusters, especially gold and silver clusters, possess fascinating optical, magnetic and electronic properties, and are the most promising ultra-small nanomaterials with potential applications benefiting from their ultra-small size and clear molecular structures. The need for detecting and labelling important biological analytes has driven considerable research efforts in developing metal clusters in catalysis, biosensing and fluorescent bioimaging applications, which gained rapid development and are widely evaluated.[@cit6]--[@cit9] However, limited efforts have been made for metal clusters in the diagnostic applications. Thanks to advances in mass spectrometry technology, a great deal of effort has been invested to synthesize metal clusters with precise atomic numbers.[@cit10] Compared to metal nanoparticles, atomically precise metal clusters show significantly different optical features and molecular purities.[@cit11] The molecular composition of these types of metal clusters is characterized by a well-defined molecular formula, such as the precise number of metal atoms and ligands, which can be effectively used for accurate detection analysis and mass spectroscopic imaging analysis, and can be further used for fundamental research and development of wider diagnostic applications.[@cit12] Furthermore, recent studies have shown that gold clusters have been used as radiosensitizers for cancer radiotherapy and as effective antimicrobial agents for killing bacteria, benefiting from their therapeutic effects.[@cit13],[@cit14] The growing popularity of metal clusters has been realized in the fields of biomedical applications.

Proteins and peptides have very good biocompatibility and have been widely used in biological applications. At the same time, certain specific structures of biomolecules also have specific disease models or organ targeting capabilities, enabling them to act as ligands for metal clusters and serve as functional biological targeting molecules.[@cit15],[@cit16] The integration of metal clusters with biomolecules can have a synergistic effect on the physicochemical and physiological properties of metal clusters, combining the unique optical and electronic properties of metal clusters with the biological functions of biomolecules. Moreover, by controlling the synthesis conditions by using various biomolecules, changes in size and surface modifications can also be achieved, which can better meet the diagnosis needs of different diseases.

The need for improved integration of accurate disease detection, as well as the practical considerations for clinical transformable nanomaterials, will be key drivers of diagnostics in the near future. In this perspective, we aim to provide a brief overview of metal clusters for tumor diagnosis, including the preparation and characterization of peptide/protein modified metal clusters and their applications in tumor-related bioanalysis and cancer diagnosis ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). The current challenges and prospects of peptide/protein modified metal clusters for cancer diagnosis will also be provided. We expect that this perspective will promote a deeper understanding of metal clusters in cancer diagnosis and facilitate the discovery of new types of cancer diagnostics.

![Schematic illustration of the cancer diagnosis applications of metal clusters in this perspective.](d0sc01201g-f1){#fig1}

2.. Fabrication and characterization of peptide/protein modified metal clusters
===============================================================================

Thiol-protected metal clusters are ultra-small nanomaterials stabilized by thiol ligands. Glutathione (GSH), peptides or proteins are commonly used as a thiol donor to prepare metal clusters for biodiagnosis. Briefly, the structure of metal clusters consists of two parts: a metal core and a ligand shell. The biomacromolecular thiol donor of the organic shell used in the synthesis is functionalized to stabilize and regulate the formation of metal clusters, thereby forming a highly stable metal system. At the same time, high purity and stable repeatable synthetic methods allow for accurate characterization. Peptide and protein modified metal clusters can help maintain the biological activity of peptides and proteins after cluster formation. By analyzing the structure of metal clusters, we can understand the role of metal clusters in life activities, such as the effect of size on optical behavior and disease diagnosis in organisms, further promoting the applications of these new materials in cancer diagnosis.

2.1. Design of peptide modified metal clusters
----------------------------------------------

The evolution of peptide modified metal clusters and their optical properties has aroused great interest for their biomedical applications. In the presence of thiols, the chemical reduction of Au([iii]{.smallcaps}) ions is a common tendency to synthesize such clusters. GSH, a tripeptide consisting of glycine, cysteine, and glutamic acid, was first used to protect stable gold clusters by Schaaff\'s group.[@cit17] Using NaBH~4~ as a reducing agent, Au was reduced in medium to synthesize Au clusters, and the final product was defined as Au~28~(GSH)~16~ based on ESI-MS analysis. Furthermore, the size of Au clusters can be controlled by changing the mixture of solvents. Xie *et al.* developed another strategy for synthesizing GSH protected Au clusters by heating a mixture of HAuCl~4~ and GSH solutions at 70 °C for 24 h.[@cit18] Here, GSH is used both as a template for metal cluster synthesis and as a reducing agent. Since then, a number of new methods have been developed for the synthesis of atomically precise metal clusters.[@cit19],[@cit20]

Inspired by the stable synthesis of atomically precise metal clusters and potential biological applications, the synthesis of metal clusters using peptides as templates has gradually flourished. Peptides with specific amino acid sequences play a pivotal role in the preparation of metal clusters for biomedical applications. Several special advantages of peptides and the design principles of peptide-modified metal clusters are as follows: (1) peptides have good biocompatibility and enhance their prospects in biological applications; (2) certain thiol-containing specific amino acids have good metal ion reduction and coordination ability to form uniform and stable metal clusters, such as cysteine (C) and methionine, tyrosine (Y) and tryptophan; (3) designed specific peptide sequences have the ability to achieve targeting functions for molecules, antigens and cancer model tissues.[@cit21] By introducing the above amino acid fragments and targeting functional peptide sequences, we can rationally design peptide-protected metal clusters with different targeting capabilities. Meanwhile, by optimizing the synthesis conditions, we can construct functional metal clusters with different structures, sizes and charges for biomedical applications.

2.2. Design of protein modified metal clusters
----------------------------------------------

Proteins, owing to their good biocompatibility and biological functions, have also been used in metal cluster preparations and have shown potential biological applications. Xie *et al.* reported a simple one-pot synthesis procedure under mild reaction conditions termed as protein-directed synthesis, which can be used as an ideal platform for preparing protein-protected metal clusters. Briefly, a solution of HAuCl~4~ and bovine serum albumin (BSA) was vigorously stirred at 37 °C for a short period of time, and then the pH of the solution was adjusted to 12, which can activate the reducing ability of BSA to form Au clusters *in situ*.[@cit22] Similarly, in this synthesis approach, proteins serve as the synthesis templates, as well as reducing agents for metal ions. Using similar synthetic procedures, different commercially available proteins have been used to synthesize protein modified metal clusters, such as lysozyme,[@cit23],[@cit24] lactoferrin,[@cit25] trypsin,[@cit26] pepsin,[@cit27] insulin[@cit28] and peroxidase.[@cit29]

Among all these types of protein modified metal clusters, both metal cores and protein shells contribute to their physicochemical properties. Protein modified metal clusters with desirable properties have been successfully prepared with high compatibility and preserved bioactivity. Several special advantages of proteins and the design principles of protein-modified metal clusters are as follows: (1) metal atoms encapsulated in proteins not only produce fluorescence, but also obtain good steric protection from bulky protein molecules, endowing the metal clusters with high stability that facilitates their applications *in vitro* and *in vivo*; (2) the capability to maintain the biological activity of the protein after cluster formation due to mild conditions and ultrasmall size that limit the conformational changes of the protein; (3) the protein molecule usually contains free amino or carboxyl groups that can be used for further modifications, such as antibodies or prodrugs, thereby expanding the range of applications of metal clusters in biological systems.

3.. Tumor diagnosis with metal clusters
=======================================

3.1. Quantitative analysis of tumor biomarkers in single cells
--------------------------------------------------------------

Changes in the expression of specific proteins in cells can serve as important signals for cancer or other disease states. Through accurate proteomic analysis of specific cells, deep understanding of the role of cellular heterogeneity in disease progression can be achieved, which is of great significance for the early diagnosis of diseases.[@cit30] Therefore, how to achieve sensitive and accurate quantitative analysis of specific proteins at the single cell level has always been one of the directions of chemical biologists. Although some methods have been developed to quantify single-cell protein, their quantitative accuracy is still limited, and the method is very time consuming and cumbersome.[@cit31] Reliable and effective single-cell protein quantitative analysis is urgent to develop for the early diagnosis of cancer. Mass spectrometry (MS) technology provides acceptable capabilities in protein analysis; especially, laser ablation inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (LA-ICPMS) allows high spatial resolution (higher than 1 μm) and well-resolved MS signals and images of the specimen can be obtained in rather short time.[@cit32] Metal clusters with a specific targeting peptide and precise atomic numbers combined with LA-ICPMS can accurately identify and quantify specific proteins of individual cells by targeting peptide functions and accurately calculating metal content.[@cit32],[@cit33]

Using this approach, there have been some examples of single cell protein quantification *in situ*. Peptide-modified Au clusters have enabled accurate quantification of α~IIb~β~3~ on single human erythroleukemia (HEL) cells.[@cit34] The expression level of integrin α~IIb~β~3~ was found to be associated with blood coagulation and cancer progression, such as invasion and metastasis of human melanoma cells and prostate cancer and HEL cells.[@cit35]--[@cit37] To this end, the peptide H~2~NCCYKKKKQAGDV-COOH (abbreviated as CV) was designed, in which CCY has the ability to capture Au clusters and the portion of KQAGDV has specificity for integrin α~IIb~β~3~.[@cit37] The prepared peptide--Au clusters emitted red fluorescence (647 nm) and the precise molecular composition (Au~24~CV~8~) was determined by matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization-time of flight mass spectrometry (MALDI-TOF-MS). After confirming the specificity of the α~IIb~β~3~ target by fluorescence imaging, Au~24~CV~8~ achieved successful and accurate observation of integrin α~IIb~β~3~ at the single cell level. In the meantime, benefiting from cytofluorolabeling and solution-based LA-ICPMS techniques, the average amount of α~IIb~β~3~ on an individual HEL cell was quantified by calculating the average mass of Au on a single cell, showing that the expression level of integrin α~IIb~β~3~ on a single HEL cell ranged from 5.75 × 10^--17^ to 9.11 × 10^--17^ mol ([Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}).[@cit34]

![(A) Schematic illustration of the quantitative detection of α~IIb~β~3~ on a single cell by using metal clusters. (B) Photoexcitation and photoemission spectra of the probe. (C) MALDI-TOF-MS spectra of the probe. (D) The mean mass of Au per cell (left) and the time-dependent incubation results (probe concentration: 12.5 μM; right). Reproduced from [@cit34] with permission from the American Chemical Society, copyright 2015.](d0sc01201g-f2){#fig2}

More metal clusters with precise atomic numbers have been developed for the quantitative analysis of different tumor biomarkers. Using the novel and versatile approach described above, a new type of Au cluster was further reported to accurately quantify protein expression levels in three tumor cell lines,[@cit38] wherein the peptide YHWYGYTPQNVI portion functioned as a specific target sequence of the epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) of the cell membrane.[@cit39] The probe composition was defined by MALDI-TOF-MS as Au~5~Peptide~3~, and its fluorescence characteristics were used for cell membrane EGFR imaging by confocal microscopy. Thanks to the accurate formula and specific targeting capabilities of the probe, EGFR expression levels in SMMC-7721, KB and HeLa cells were successfully quantified at the single cell level and distinguished in these cell lines.

In addition to Au clusters, silver clusters are also used to quantify tumor biomarkers at the single cell level. Ag clusters constructed from specific aptamers can provide fluorescent imaging information as well as accurate spatial and mass information of mIgM in living cells.[@cit40] In this case, Ag clusters were constructed using a cytosine-modified TD05.1 sequence aptamer named TDC05.1.[@cit41] Under optimized conditions, the fluorescence of the probe was used to accurately label mIgM in Ramos cells and co-localize well with the antibody. Furthermore, quantification of the amount of mIgM present on a single Ramos cell was achieved by calculating the Ag number using ICP-MS. The amount of mIgM in a single cell was determined to be 7.10 × 10^--7^ mol per cell, which is consistent with the data determined by the ELISA standard curve ([Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}).

![(A) Preparation of a Ag cluster--aptamer. (B) Fluorescence spectra of the probe. (C) Confocal imaging of the Ag cluster--aptamer and *anti*-mIgM in Ramos cells. (D) The relationship between probe concentration and the Ag concentration of the labeled cell (left); the concentration-dependent incubation results (probe concentration: 20 mM; right). Reproduced from [@cit40] with permission from the Royal Society of Chemistry, copyright 2014.](d0sc01201g-f3){#fig3}

Due to the diversity of metal clusters, they can specifically target the corresponding proteins in the cell membrane, and can label and quantify the versatile proteins in cells. This analytical approach can be further extended to simultaneously quantify multiple proteins in different invasive tumor cell lines. The expression levels of membrane type-1 matrix metalloproteinase (MT1-MMP) and integrin α~v~β~3~ protein on the cell membrane determine the invasive ability of tumor cells and are key to tumorigenesis, metastasis and prognosis.[@cit42],[@cit43] The use of different metal clusters enables high sensitivity and accurate quantification of the expression levels of MT1-MMP and integrin α~v~β~3~, thereby precisely distinguishing tumor cells with different invasive capabilities. In this study, red-emitting Au clusters (P1--Au) and green-emitting Ag clusters (P2--Ag) with two functional peptides were constructed. Specific visualization and targeting of MT1-MMP and integrin α~v~β~3~ on the cell membrane were realized by the prepared P1--Au clusters and P2--Ag clusters. Then MT1-MMP and integrin α~v~β~3~ can be accurately quantified by calculating the Au or Ag content in the same single cell.[@cit44] Under optimized conditions, P1--Au and P2--Ag clusters can simultaneously target and label the two different proteins specifically in the same single cell, and further analyze the invasive capacity of SiHa and HeLa cells at the same single cell by analyzing the Au/Ag signals for MT1-MMP/integrin α~v~β~3~*via* LA-ICPMS ([Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). The results showed that the expression levels of MT1-MMP and integrin α~v~β~3~ were higher in SiHa cells than in HeLa cells, revealing individual differences in the invasive ability of the same tumor cell line.

![(A) Scheme of the quantitative differentiation for invasive capacity of SiHa and HeLa cell populations. (B) Spectral information of P1--Au clusters and (C) P2--Ag clusters. (D and E) CLSM images of mixed clusters in SiHa and HeLa cells (probe concentration: 9 × 10^--6^ M). (F and G) The mass plots of Au and Ag on SiHa and HeLa cells. (H) 2D mass plots on SiHa (black) and HeLa (blue) cell lines. Reproduced from [@cit44] with permission from Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim, copyright 2018.](d0sc01201g-f4){#fig4}

3.2. Quantitative analysis of biomarkers in tissues
---------------------------------------------------

After demonstrating their ability to quantify proteins in single cells, metal clusters were also used to quantify the expression levels of primary tumor-specific biomarkers in tissues.[@cit32] Quantifying primary tumor-specific biomarkers and thus accurately diagnosing tumor invasion and metastasis play a key role in early cancer therapy, and have never been achieved through current pathologic studies. Peptide-modified Au clusters with a specific mass signal can be applied to quantify the levels of MT1-MMP in primary tumor tissues to accurately assess the risk of primary tumor invasion and metastasis ([Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}).[@cit45] In detail, the expression levels of MT1-MMP in human lung adenocarcinoma PC-14 and A549 cells were evaluated based on the results of LA-ICPMS, and the results demonstrated that MT1-MMP was more expressed in PC-14 cells. Further analysis showed that the expression level of MT1-MMP was correlated with the invasion and metastasis rate of lung adenocarcinoma cells. Due to the precise atomic number of Au clusters, the quantitative analysis of MT1-MMP in PC-14 and A549 xenograft tissues can be achieved and visualized by 2D-LA-Mass mapping. In addition, this method was further used to assess real clinical tissues. The 2D-LA-Mass mapping method was applied to observe and quantify the expression level of MT1-MMP in primary human lung carcinoma and human renal carcinoma tissue sections, and accurately assess the risk of primary tumor invasion and metastasis.[@cit45]

![(A) Invasion images of PC-14 cells and A549 cells *in vitro*. (B) Analysis of MT1-MMP in xenograft tumor tissue sections by 2D-LA-Mass mapping. (C) Analysis of MT1-MMP in clinical lung tumor tissues. Reproduced from [@cit45] with permission from the American Chemical Society, copyright 2018.](d0sc01201g-f5){#fig5}

In addition, precise metal clusters can also be used as elemental labels to provide signal amplification in LA-ICPMS bioimaging. The Fernandez group reported a sensitive methodology to quantitatively determine metallothioneins (MT 1/2 protein isoforms) in human retina tissue sections by LA-ICPMS.[@cit46] Au clusters are used as a label to provide a high amplification, which allowed conversion of 2D quantitative images of the distribution of MT 1/2 in the neurosensory retina layers by LA-ICPMS. The results were complementary to those determined using commercial ELISA kits ([Fig. 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). Later, by conjugating water-soluble Au clusters with an antibody, immunoassays for MT 1/2 and MT 3 in the retina of ocular tissue sections were performed using fluorescence confocal microscopy and LA-ICPMS. The authors used the same method to visualize the distribution of MT 1/2 and MT 3 in human ocular tissue.[@cit47] In 2019, the same group released a new application of Au clusters using LA-ICPMS to simultaneously quantitatively image Fe and ferroportin (FPN) in the hippocampus CA1 region of brain tissues from Alzheimer\'s disease (AD) patients and healthy controls (HCs) ([Fig. 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}).[@cit48] The results showed elevated Fe concentrations in AD patients compared to HCs, while concentrations of FPN in AD patients were similar compared to those in HCs. This format was further extended to other metal clusters, such as Ag or Pt.[@cit49],[@cit50] Similar gold clusters have also been developed as chemical tongue sensor arrays for Alzheimer\'s disease.[@cit51]

![Distribution images of MT 1/2 in the human retina by LA-ICPMS. (A) TEM for the analyzed retina layers from donor 1; (B) image of donor 1 by LA-ICPMS; (C) image of donor 2; (D) image of donor 3; (E) image of donor 4. Reproduced from [@cit46] with permission from the American Chemical Society, copyright 2018.](d0sc01201g-f6){#fig6}

![Quantitative images for FPN and Fe by LA-ICPMS from the hippocampus CA1 region of human brain tissues. (A) HC human brain. (B) AD patient brain. Reproduced from [@cit48] with permission from Elsevier, copyright 2019.](d0sc01201g-f7){#fig7}

In short, abnormal changes in the number of specific proteins are significantly associated with the development and progression of the disease. The combination of metal clusters with precise atomic numbers and mass spectrometry provides a simple and accurate way to quantify the identifiable target proteins and helps estimate the protein function and accurately assess the dynamic progression of tumor cells in early tumor diagnosis. The applications of metal clusters in tumor cells and real clinical tissue samples will provide guidance for the clinical diagnostic and prognosis of patients with primary tumors.

3.3. Metal clusters for CT/MRI imaging
--------------------------------------

So far, the bioimaging applications of metal clusters are mainly based on their fluorescent properties.[@cit7],[@cit52] In recent years, computed tomography (CT) has been used as one of the most powerful and widely used noninvasive clinical diagnostic tools.[@cit53] Au has a higher atomic number (*Z* = 79) than iodine (*Z* = 53), and is used in contrast agents for CT. Metal clusters may have longer circulation times and better biocompatibility. At the same time, the physical size (\<5 nm) gives metal clusters the potential for use as CT imaging contrast agents. An emerging body of research is beginning to use Au as a CT agent.[@cit54]--[@cit56] Examples of Au clusters for CT imaging of cancer were reported to be dual CT/optical imaging probes with target molecule specificity for cancer imaging.[@cit57] Blum *et al.* developed a new class of activity-based probes (ABPs) that target cathepsin for functional CT imaging of cancer. The results showed that the detection of CT contrast from tumors is inversely related to the size of gold nanoparticles and the amount of targeting moiety.[@cit58] Protein modified gold clusters have also been studied as CT agents in the same period. In 2011, Zheng *et al.* studied CT imaging of GSH-protected Au clusters in order to observe the urinary excretion of these Au clusters in real time within 24 hours after IV injection into mice ([Fig. 8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}). The results showed that GSH protected Au clusters can be effectively eliminated from the body, and evidence suggests that only 3.7% of Au clusters accumulate in the liver and more than 50% are found in urine.[@cit59] Their ultra-small size and low affinity to serum proteins minimize the accumulation of clusters in the liver and spleen, reducing the background of CT imaging. Zhang *et al.* also reported Au clusters as contrast agents for CT enhanced imaging.[@cit60] The good characteristics of gold clusters themselves and the results of these studies encourage the future use of gold clusters as CT reagents.

![(A) CT images before injection. (B) CT images at 30 min after IV injection of GS-AuNPs. Reproduced from [@cit59] with permission from Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim, copyright 2011.](d0sc01201g-f8){#fig8}

Gao\'s group developed BSA protected Au clusters for the detailed CT imaging of the kidneys. After optimizing the ratio of BSA to Au, the prepared clusters emitted 645 nm fluorescence and showed enhanced X-ray attenuation. *In vitro* CT images of Au clusters showed that at the same concentration, the HU value of BSA--Au is much higher than that of iopromide. *In vivo* studies have shown that Au clusters are distributed in the liver, spleen and kidneys, and are excreted mainly by the kidneys. Under optimal conditions, the agent can successfully outline the anatomical structure of mouse kidneys by using 2D and 3D computed tomography imaging techniques, and the renal collection system and ureters are clearly visible ([Fig. 9](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}).[@cit61] The application of these label-free BSA--Au clusters demonstrates that metal clusters are suitable for CT diagnosis, and further CT diagnostic applications are still being explored.

![(A) HRTEM image of BSA--Au clusters and the size distribution of the Au cluster. (B) *In vitro* comparison of CT images and HU values of BSA--Au clusters and the iopromide solution. (C) *In vivo* 3D CT images of control and BSA--Au cluster-injected mice at 2 h post injection. Reproduced from [@cit61] with permission from the American Chemical Society, copyright 2015.](d0sc01201g-f9){#fig9}

Later, Chen\'s group reported a method for preparing dual-modality fluorescence/CT iodinated gold clusters (AuNCs\@BSA-I) using BSA and chloramine-T for accurate diagnosis of thyroid cancer ([Fig. 10](#fig10){ref-type="fig"}).[@cit62]*In vitro* imaging of AuNCs\@BSA-I showed a strong fluorescent signal and similar X-ray attenuation to iopamidol, which are suitable for *in vivo* CT imaging. *In vivo* CT imaging showed that the clusters are easy to concentrate in thyroid tissue and can accurately and selectively diagnose malignant thyroid cancer.

![(A) Schematic illustration of the preparation of AuNCs\@BSA-I. (B) *In vitro* fluorescence and CT images of AuNCs\@BSA-I and evaluation of the radiopacity of AuNCs\@BSA-I with Iopamidol as a reference. (C) *In vivo* CT imaging of an orthotopic thyroid cancer mouse injected with AuNCs\@BSA-I. Reproduced from [@cit62] with permission from the Royal Society of Chemistry, copyright 2017.](d0sc01201g-f10){#fig10}

In addition to CT imaging, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is also one of the important techniques for clinic diagnosis of diseases. It has the advantages of high resolution and deeper tissue penetration.[@cit63] In order to obtain more complementary information from different types of imaging modalities, it is important to develop hybrid metal clusters for multimodal imaging for accurate diagnosis of tumors, which can recompense the drawbacks of each single imaging modality.[@cit64]

In 2013, Cai\'s group prepared BSA protected hybrid gold--gadolinium clusters for trimodal fluorescence/CT/MRI imaging.[@cit65] The prepared hybrid clusters have ultrasmall size, good stability and perfect biocompatibility, and *in vivo* performance was demonstrated through fluorescence imaging, CT and MRI, respectively ([Fig. 11](#fig11){ref-type="fig"}). Experiments have shown that after intravenous injection, the hybrid nanoclusters can effectively accumulate in tumor sites and rapidly clear through renal excretion, indicating they have the ability of tumor targeting and a low background from body residues. In addition, the clusters can penetrate solid tumors through effective tumor targeting, and do not cause potential toxicity in the body.

![(A) Fluorescence/CT/MRI trimodal imaging of hybrid gold--gadolinium clusters. (B) *In vivo* fluorescence imaging of mice after the injection of metal clusters. (C) *In vivo* CT and (D) MRI images of mice injected with metal clusters, respectively. Reproduced from [@cit65] with permission from the Royal Society of Chemistry, copyright 2013.](d0sc01201g-f11){#fig11}

3.4. Metal clusters for PET imaging
-----------------------------------

Positron emission tomography (PET) possesses high-dimensional quantitative features that provide quantitative support for decisions surrounding cancer detection.[@cit66],[@cit67] Radiolabeled metal clusters have been developed for PET imaging and have revealed improved radiolabel stability and diagnostic accuracy. ^64^Cu is an ideal radioisotope with a half-life of 12.7 h and decay characteristics (β^+^, 0.653 MeV, 17.8%; β^--^, 0.579 MeV, 38.4%) for PET imaging and has been used for cancer diagnosis.[@cit68],[@cit69] In recent years, simple and general chelator-free ^64^Cu-integrated Au nanomaterials (NMs) for PET imaging have been developed by reducing ^64^Cu([ii]{.smallcaps}) on the surface of PEG-stabilized Au NMs, such as spherical Au nanoparticles, Au nanorods and Au nanohexapods. Then the accurate and sensitive localization of ^64^Cu-integrated Au NMs can be monitored and quantitatively analyzed using noninvasive PET imaging.[@cit70] Different types of chelator-free ^64^Cu radiolabeled materials were evaluated, such as ^64^Cu--AuNPs with different surface coatings using embedded ^64^Cu,[@cit71] \[^64^Cu\]CuInS/ZnS QDs through incorporating ^64^Cu into the CuInS/ZnS structure,[@cit72]^64^Cu-labeled lipid nanocapsules,[@cit73] and so on. However, these types of materials possess relatively large particle size and cause biotoxicity due to their significant liver accumulation and slow clearance *in vivo*.

Peptide or protein protected Cu clusters with ultrasmall size may have better imaging performance *in vivo*. For example, the \[^64^Cu\]Cu clusters constructed using BSA as a template were developed as an ultra-small chelator-free radioactive ^64^Cu PET agent for the diagnosis of orthotopic lung tumors ([Fig. 12](#fig12){ref-type="fig"}).[@cit74] In the ultra-small \[^64^Cu\]Cu clusters, ^64^Cu was an integral building block of clusters rather than chelated to the clusters; therefore its radiolabeling stability was greatly improved, which can avoid the problem of misunderstanding PET imaging results due to the false signal generated by isolated ^64^Cu from the agent. At the same time, a lung tumor target peptide (luteinizing hormone releasing hormone, LHRH) can be first introduced into BSA molecules to achieve better targeting properties. The prepared \[^64^Cu\]Cu clusters (\[^64^Cu\]CuNC\@BSA-LHRH) exhibited high radiolabel stability and ultra-small size, which facilitated renal clearance. After intravenous injection, \[^64^Cu\]Cu clusters showed rapid spread to the target orthotopic tumor in the left lung, while the PET imaging background in the right lung and other organs was negligible. The importance of this research work is that Cu clusters act as a stable PET agent, providing high-resolution and high-sensitivity diagnosis for orthotopic tumors while allowing the detection of small-sized malignancies at much lower radiation doses.

![Comparison of time-dependent PET images of orthotopic A549 lung tumor mice after injection of \[^64^Cu\]CuNC\@BSA (top) and \[^64^Cu\]CuNC\@BSA-LHRH (bottom). Reproduced from [@cit74] with permission from the American Chemical Society, copyright 2015.](d0sc01201g-f12){#fig12}

In addition to the preparation of radiolabeled single metal clusters, PET metal cluster imaging agents have also been constructed in an integrated strategy. In 2014, Liu *et al.* reported the process of preparing ^64^Cu alloyed gold clusters (^64^CuAuNCs) for PET imaging in a prostate cancer model. The facile synthesis developed in this report allows for the precise control of ^64^Cu alloy gold clusters for high radiolabel efficiency and stability for sensitive and accurate diagnosis of cancer.[@cit75] Later, ^64^CuAuNCs-PEG350 was obtained by surface modification with polyethylene glycol (PEG), which showed low mononuclear phagocytic system (MPS) accumulation, together with significant renal and hepatobiliary clearance.[@cit76] The *in vivo* targeting and clearance, pharmacokinetics, and PET imaging capabilities of the new radiolabeled metal clusters were carefully evaluated. *In vivo* PET/CT imaging showed a low background and heterogeneous tumor distribution ([Fig. 13](#fig13){ref-type="fig"}). The above studies suggest that controlled radiosynthesis of metal clusters may serve as an entry point for broader cancer diagnosis applications using radioactive alloyed metal clusters in preclinical studies.

![(A) TEM image of Cu alloyed gold clusters (CuAuNCs). (B) Radio-TLC profile of ^64^CuAuNCs-PEG350. (C) Representative PET/CT images after injection of ^64^CuAuNCs-PEG350. (D) Tumor uptake of ^64^CuAuNCs-PEG350 in PC3 tumor bearing mice. Reproduced from [@cit76] with permission from the Royal Society of Chemistry, copyright 2014.](d0sc01201g-f13){#fig13}

Almost at the same time, Chen *et al.* reported a novel design of ^64^Cu-doped chelator-free gold clusters (^64^Cu-doped Au clusters) for dual-modality PET and self-illuminating NIR imaging based on Cerenkov resonance energy transfer (CRET).[@cit77] The radionuclide ^64^Cu was introduced into Au clusters by a chelator-free doping method and served as both an energy donor for NIR fluorescence and a probe for PET imaging. The clusters showed high stability, good water dispersibility and solubility *in vitro*, and non-cytotoxicity and good biocompatibility *in vivo*. In a U87MG glioblastoma xenograft model, ^64^Cu-doped Au clusters displayed a high tumor uptake of 15.2% ID per g at 24 h post-injection, and showed effective CRET-NIR imaging and PET imaging both *in vitro* and *in vivo* ([Fig. 14A](#fig14){ref-type="fig"}). In 2016, Liu *et al.* reported another ^64^Cu doped gold cluster. Given that CXCR4 is an up-regulated receptor for primary tumor and lung metastasis, they functionalized the clusters with AMD3100 (or Plerixafor) for PET imaging in an orthotopic breast cancer mouse model ([Fig. 14B](#fig14){ref-type="fig"}).[@cit78] The prepared ^64^CuAuNCs-AMD3100 with a size of 4.5 ± 0.4 nm demonstrated good organ distribution together with significant renal and fecal clearance *in vivo*. PET imaging showed that it enables sensitive and accurate detection of various levels of CXCR4. Importantly, ^64^CuAuNCs-AMD3100 showed the ability to sensitively detect up-regulated CXCR4 in the early tumors and premetastatic niche of the lungs. The examples of Cu-doped Au clusters provide novel biomedical research tools and new methods for clinical molecular imaging and cancer diagnosis. This is a very important advantage in the potential clinical application of metal clusters.

![(A) Schematic illustration of self-illuminating ^64^Cu-doped gold clusters for self-illuminating NIR images and PET images on mice. Reproduced from [@cit77] with permission from Elsevier, copyright 2014. (B) Schematic illustration of ^64^CuAuNCs-AMD3100 for PET imaging of CXCR4. Reproduced from [@cit78] with permission from the American Chemical Society, copyright 2016.](d0sc01201g-f14){#fig14}

4.. Summary and prospects
=========================

Metal clusters have been developed for decades and have been applied for tumor diagnosis *in vivo*. Peptide or protein protected metal clusters are a novel class of metal clusters with precise atomic numbers, ultrasmall size and low toxicity, together with the retained biological activity of the template, which make it possible to use them in a wide range of diagnostic applications. Recent advances in the construction of metal clusters by a variety of peptides or proteins and imaginative approaches have greatly facilitated a basic understanding of their fascinating physical properties and their applications in bioanalysis in the field of cancer diagnosis.

The challenges left by these advances have led us to design and construct metal clusters for many future directions and efforts in tumor diagnosis:

\(1\) Although peptide or protein protected metal clusters have exhibited the first prospective results in cancer diagnosis, understanding of fundamental structural parameters is still in its early stages and is a challenging issue. Mass spectrometry can provide insight into the ratio of metal to ligand numbers; however, it is still difficult to obtain the exact nature of coordination. Recently, ESI-MS has been demonstrated as a powerful platform to understand the formation mechanism of metal clusters.[@cit79],[@cit80] With the development of mass spectrometry technology and the establishment of new detection methods, understanding the formation mechanism of metal clusters protected by a peptide or protein can help better control the stability of clusters around the complicated environment *in vitro* or *in vivo*, and can also help understand the interaction of metal clusters with the biological environment. In practical applications, proteins can be adsorbed and associated with clusters, and further research into the biological behavior of proteins and clusters can be conducted, which will further reinforce the insights into their biological functions.

\(2\) Despite the various advances in reported metal clusters for tumor diagnosis, most of these studies have focused on known functional peptides or limited biomolecules. To offer new discoveries or broaden the application in cancer diagnosis, it is necessary to explore new biomolecule protected metal clusters in order to discover an incredible cancer diagnostic effect in the process, and further exploit in detail the biological properties of metal clusters with minimum side effects.[@cit81] At the same time, the function of metal clusters in disease monitoring can be further explored. A typical example is the use of their intrinsic catalytic activity, such as the enzyme-mimicking activity of metal clusters, which can improve the detection sensitivity and be applied in potential cancer diagnosis.[@cit82],[@cit83] For these efforts, researchers can understand the biological properties of metal clusters, such as circulation time, biodistribution, toxicity, and so on. The development and implementation of successful detection will greatly facilitate the accurate diagnosis of early-stage cancer and potentially achieve valuable clinical applications.

\(3\) In addition to cancer diagnosis, some peptide or protein protected metal clusters have been found to have a therapeutic effect. Recent results show that peptide-modified Au clusters exhibit anticancer effects by targeting and suppressing enzymatic activity in tumor cells, and even achieve therapeutic effects by precisely controlling the size of Au--peptide clusters to inhibit the growth of tumor cells *in vivo*, which provide new concepts and will contribute to the further development of tumor therapy.[@cit84]--[@cit86] Besides the anti-tumor effect of metal clusters themselves, they have also been used as radiosensitizers in cancer radiotherapy.[@cit87] By using metal clusters as radiosensitizers, a good tumor targeting capability can be achieved while having a high radiotherapy enhancement effect to minimize side effects. In addition, in combination with the imaging methodology, metal clusters can be used as theranostic agents. These efforts simultaneously endow metal clusters with early diagnosis and rational therapeutic functions. The integration of diagnosis and treatment has also made rapid progress recently. There is an urgent need to achieve synchronous treatment while confirming the accurate diagnosis so as to realize the early diagnosis and treatment of tumors. Further research should focus more on these areas in order to take full advantages of the potential of metal clusters when interested in biomedical applications.

In summary, although metal clusters have made some advances in cancer diagnostic research, the biological application of these clusters is still in its early stages, so there is still much more work to be done before these clusters can be used for true clinical applications, such as thorough toxicity studies, optimization of pharmacokinetic parameters and biodistribution studies that enable the determination of the safety for biomedical applications.[@cit81] With the further advantages of metal clusters design and technological development, we look forward to the widespread application of metal clusters in advanced cancer diagnosis, as well as novel methods for early cancer diagnosis and therapy in future.
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